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We have developed a novel device we call theVocal Joystick(VJ) whose goal is to enable individuals with motor
impairments to make use of vocal parameters to control objects on a computer screen (buttons, sliders, etc.) and
ultimately electro-mechanical instruments (e.g., robotic arms, wireless home automation devices). Standard spoken
language can be quite inefficient for such continuous control. Existing assistive devices, such as sip-and-puff switches,
can have low communication bandwidth. The Vocal Joystick, by contrast, allows users to exploit a large and varied set
of vocalizations whose selection is optimized with respect to automatic recognizability, communication bandwidth,
learnability, suitability, and ease of use. While this includes regular speech sounds (phones and syllables), the primary
focus of the VJ project is on the variation of individual acoustic-phonetic parameters like pitch, loudness, vowel
quality, voice quality, and variations thereof. In a VJ system, vocal characteristics (vowel quality, pitch, and loudness)
are in real time processed using accurate parameter extraction methods (the VJ engine), transformed via adaptation
and acceleration, and are converted into continuous control signals. We have also begun a data collection effort to
obtain data relevant to training VJ statistical classifiers. The VJ engine is infrastructure, capable of being integrated
into any suitable application. We have thus built several VJ applications, including voice web browsers, video games,
and a controlled trajectory-following environment. Initial user studies indicate that the VJ is indeed viable technology.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades, a variety of new human-computer interface technologies have emerged, including touch
screens, pen tablets, three degrees of freedom trackers, wearable computing devices, and haptic input and output
devices. Most of these devices, however, are at best unideal for individuals with motor impairments and who wish to
fluently use modern computing devices. A number of specialized and often quite expensive human-computer interfaces
have been developed specifically for this target group, e.g., sip and puff switches [32, 34], head mice [32, 34, 17, 16],
eye-gaze devices [3], scanning [37], chin joysticks [5], and tongue switches [36, 33]. While many individuals with
motor impairments have complete or near-complete use of their vocal systems, these devices utilize very little of the
user’s vocal capability. Sip and puff switches, for example, have low communication bandwidth, making it impossible
to control a computer with desirable speed and accuracy.

Naturally spoken language, on the other hand, is the primary means for human-human interaction and is often
regarded as the obvious choice for a human-computer interface as well. Significant research efforts have been devoted
to the problem of automatic speech recognition (ASR) [7, 44]. Despite these efforts, modern speech recognition is still
not robust to a wide variety of speaking conditions, noise, or verbal input irrelevant to the domain. Speech recognizers
even when tuned to individual users can still exhibit a significant number of errors, especially under mildly degraded
acoustic conditions or for accented speakers. Such systems are often abandoned by users after a short initial trial
period. In addition, natural speech is meant for communication between humans, and is sub-optimal for manipulating
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computers, WIMP interfaces, or other electro-mechanical devices (such as a prosthetic robotic arm). Standard spoken
language commands are most useful for discrete operations, but can be quite inefficient for continuous tasks. For
example, in order to move a cursor from the bottom-left to the upper-right of a screen, the user may have to say
consecutively a good number of “up”s and “right”s, or alternatively “stop”’s and “go”’s after setting an initial trajectory
and rate. Using standard spoken language, the verbalization of a continuous motion is quite inefficient. For this reason,
we have begun to develop an alternative voice-driven user interface termed the ’Vocal Joystick’ (VJ).

2 THE VOCAL JOYSTICK

The VJ project at the University of Washington is an NSF-funded effort aimed at developing reusable voice-based
assistive technology to help individuals with motor impairments. We use the metaphor of ajoystick, a mechanism
used for video games that provides the ability to simultaneously specify multiple continuous control signals (e.g. to
control multi-dimensional continuous directional movement, velocity, or acceleration) by changing the position of a
physical slider or handle. A joystick also provides the ability to specify a set of discrete controls via its switches and
buttons. We also mean to use the termjoystickas a generalization of a mouse, in that we will design our vocal joystick
to substitute both for computer mice and physical joysticks. The VJ approach has three main characteristics that are
summarized here and elaborated upon in later sections:

1. Continuous control parameters: Unlike standard speech recognition, the VJ infrastructure is designed to specify
continuous control parameters, such as those needed for a mouse pointer, menu, or robotic arm movement.
Such control is enabled by exploiting continuous vocal characteristics that go beyond the capabilities of simple
sequences of discrete speech sounds (such as syllables or words). The VJ engine (Section 3) currently tracks
the acoustic characteristics correlated with pitch, vowel quality, and loudness and maps to the desired control
parameters.

2. Discrete control parameters: Standard speech recognition is designed to recognize natural spoken language. By
contrast, the VJ infrastructure is based on a designed set of discrete spoken sounds. These sounds are carefully
selected with respect to acoustic discriminability (to make the recognizer more accurate), pronounceability (to
reduce potential vocal strain), and mnemonic characteristics (to reduce cognitive load). Moreover, the sounds
offer minimal potential for acoustic confusion under a variety of standard noise conditions (e.g., office, hallway,
home).

3. The VJ technology is infrastructure. It is intended to be extensible and reusable. Our goal is not to create a single
application or tool but to provide a modular library that can be incorporated by developers into a variety of novel
or standard applications for vocal control (Section 5). VJ technology will not replace standard automatic speech
recognition — on the contrary, VJ technology is entirely compatible with it. For example, we envisage standard
WIMP mouse and menu movement being controlled by VJ and textual input being specified by ASR.

2.1 Comparison With Existing (Assistive) Technology

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is a young field with great room for further innovation. The most lasting contri-
butions to date have been in direct manipulation-based graphical user interfaces (GUIs) (e.g., the Xerox-Star [20]).
Although often easier to use than the command-line keyboard-only based interfaces that preceded them, conventional
WIMP GUIs are still difficult to use and they rely on a limited set of perceptual and motor skills, causing problems in
particular for individuals with injuries and disabilities. The use of non-speech audio has previously been explored in
HCI, but primarily as application output. The most basic example is the system beeps made by PCs for over twenty
years to indicate error conditions. More recently, Earcons and other non-speech audio [29] have been used to represent
objects and their related state in desktop user interfaces [15] and dialog systems [40, 35, 38]. Likewise, non-speech
audio [30, 21] and musical notes [1] have been explored for giving feedback to individuals with visual impairments
regarding on-screen graphical objects. For non-ASR application input, some systems allow the use of nonsense words
to perform textual editing functions [24]. Moreover, non-verbal vocal sounds have been used [18] as an interactive
control mechanism, where “mode” is determined by a spoken word token, and the presence of a vocal tone can be
used to determine for how long an object should move. There are also certain clinical applications [22] that use con-
tinuous dimensions of the spoken signal to manipulate on-screen computer graphics as a form of feedback for training
in speech therapy.
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The history of interfaces for individuals with disabilities is even younger than HCI [6]. Currently, there are both
customized and off-the-shelf control interfaces that can be used by the target population for this project. These devices
are either discrete interfaces that emulate keyboard entry or mouse button commands or they are continuous interfaces
that emulate mouse cursor control [6]. This section will describe some of them outlining their advantages and disad-
vantages.

Switchesare devices that allow the user to specifydiscrete control signals(so as to simulate mouse clicks). For
example, sip and puff switches [32, 34] allow the individual to create these discrete signals via negative (sip) or positive
(puff) oral air pressure.1 Tongue switches [36, 33] allow mouse clicking to be performed via movement of the tongue.
There are hundreds of such single or dual switches available on the market at this time. There are also experimental
switches that are currently being researched, including switches activated by direct brain-computer interfaces [28, 43].

Continuous control of the cursor is equally important for complete computer access. There are two primary types
of control: “directed scanning” and “single/dual switch scanning” [10, 6]. Directed scanning permits the individual
to control the direction, the distance and in some cases the velocity of cursor movement. For example, a head mouse
[32, 34, 17, 16] allows the individual to control a cursor in all directions via head movements. Eye-gaze devices [3, 12]
allow cursor movement to be controlled by the motion of the user’s eyes. Other directed scanning interfaces include a
chin-controlled joystick [5] or a mouthwand and trackpad combination. Single and dual-switch scanning technology
[37] allows the user to control only the distance the cursor travels, but not the direction, with each switch activation
[6, 10]. For example, in single switch scanning the activation of one switch starts the cursor moving to the right and
another activation of the same switch stops it. If the individual can also use a second switch, then he/she can control
cursor movement in two dimensions on the screen. Because this technique is slower and less efficient than directed
scanning, it is utilized only when an individual cannot control a directed scanning interface.

Although these devices have made it possible for individuals with even severe motor impairments to utilize com-
puting devices, there are a number of drawbacks with their use.

2.2 Disadvantages of Existing Interface Technology

The effectiveness of any single interface will be greatly affected by the individual’s motor capabilities as well as by
his/her access needs. In general, the interfaces described above have some common disadvantages for the target popu-
lation considered for this project. First, from the user’s point of view, most of the existing interfaces may interfere with
quality of life. The interface may require someone other than the user to optimally position the interface (e.g., the chin
joystick). Many of these devices require the user to remain in one position, for example positioned upright facing the
computer screen for the headmouse or eye-gaze system. Typically, even subtle changes in position require recalibration
by an assistant for continued use of the interface (e.g., eye-gaze system). Lastly from the user’s perspective, many of
these devices are fatiguing or uncomfortable to use for long periods of time. It is common for individuals to experience
significant head and neck discomfort when using a headmouse or chin-controlled joystick throughout the work day.

Second, the interface may not give the individual the desired full functionality. Devices tend to suffer from either
low-bandwidth (e.g., single-switch devices), or a limited input language (e.g., an eye tracker can easily support point-
ing, but not clicking). Similarly, some interfaces are inefficient because of poor contact between the body part and the
control interface (e.g., chin-controlled joystick) or a mismatch between the motor accuracy of a body part and the fine
movement required by the interface (e.g., the mouthwand and trackpad). Third, many of these interfaces are expensive:
the HeadMouse [32], for example, costs nearly $1800, while some eye-gaze systems can be thousands of dollars more.

These disadvantages have led researchers to develop non-vocal interfaces tailored to individuals with motor im-
pairments [41, 13, 31, 23], to adapt applications to the limitations of input devices [26], or to apply predictive tech-
niques such as word prediction to increase bandwidth [2, 14, 27].

2.3 Advantages of the Vocal Joystick

The single greatest advantage of the Vocal Joystick is that it provides greater functionality to the user. The VJ is a
form of “directed scanning” as discussed above, providing both continuous control over the cursor and discrete control
for button commands. This means that it provides the user with more control than any text input system (e.g., speech
recognition) and more control than any single or dual switch scanning approach to cursor control.

The VJ provides a number of significant advantages from the user’s perspective, even though it is not inherently
superior to systems that combine continuous and discrete controls (e.g., a headmouse coupled with sip & puff switch

1DO-IT has made available a number of videos [9, 8] that demonstrate sip and puff switches in use by individuals.
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for mouse commands). A key advantage is that the VJ facilitates greater independence. The user can access the system
from any number of positions (e.g., supine in bed, seated, or positioned in a stander) or from any number of directions
(e.g., facing the computer, from an angle). The user might not need a close-talking microphone, because the VJ engine
technology is being developed to be robust to the worst effects of a far-field microphone (see Section 3). Even given
a close-talking microphone, there can be one or more wireless microphones either discretely placed on clothing or
placed in various locations in the near environment. These features greatly reduce the dependence upon an assistant
to facilitate access, making it possible for the system to provide access to the computer for emergency communication
24 hours a dayeven when aides or caregivers are not present. The interface will be easier to control than many other
devices because it requires less motor control of a highly refined system (e.g., complete language). Significantly, the
VJ will be considerably less expensive for the user than other interfaces. Other than a microphone, a VJ system is
entirely software, so there are noadditionalhardware costs, and there is no hardware that can break or wear out over
time thereby further reducing costs.

The work most related to VJ is [39] who integrated non-verbal voice features into a voice command system. Both
systems use articulation to continuously actuate a movement. The major difference is that a VJ system is meant to
be a library, providing a number of simultaneous independently variable control signals capable of being incorporated
into any relevant application, and is moreover indented for a target population of individuals with motor impairments.
Comparing our WIMP control application (Section 5): 1) Igarashi’s system requires a command-like discrete sound
to determine the movement direction before actuating movement in that direction. VJ, however, removes this syntax
restriction by utilizing vowel quality for direction, allowing movement in multiple dimensions with a single utterance;
2) The velocity of the movement is controlled by pitch in Igarashi’s system, while in our current WIMP VJ system,
this parameter is controlled by energy. We have empirically found that our mapping suffers less since it avoids the
notorious pitch-tracking error problem.

3 THE VJ ENGINE INFRASTRUCTURE

We have designed and built a portable modular library (the VJ engine) that can be incorporated into a variety of
applications such as mouse and menu control, and even robotic arm manipulation (Section 5) and that ultimately will
be released as open source software on the web. Our system-level design goal is to be modular, low-latency, and as
computationally efficient as possible. For example, we use common signal processing operations in multiple signal
extraction modules. This thus gives real-time performance but leaves considerable computational headroom for the
applications being driven by the VJ engine. The main properties and components are described in the next sections.

3.1 Pertinent Vocal Characteristics

Four vocal characteristics are extracted by the VJ engine and are transformed in real-time from acoustic waveform
into continuous and discrete control signals. These characteristics includeenergy, pitch, vowel quality, anddiscrete
soundclass. This allows the user to specify four simultaneous and independent degrees of freedom to be used by an
application — vowel quality, for example, can be seen as inherently 2-D via articulatory gestures (Figure 1). The
application does not see vocal characteristics directly, but instead interfaces entirely with the engine at the level of
control parameters. We next describe each of the parameters in detail, and also include as an example their use in the
WIMP interface mouse control application (Section 5).

The first characteristic is localized acoustic energy, a quantitative measure corresponding to the perception of
loudness. Energy is currently measured on a frame-by-frame basis, with a frame size of 25ms and a frame step of 10ms
(giving a spectral bandwidth of up to 50 Hz). Energy is used for voice activity detection, can be normalized relative to
the current vowel detected (Section 3.5), and in our WIMP interface is used to control velocity of cursor movement.
For example, a loud voice causes a large movement while a quiet voice causes a “nudge.” The second parameter is
pitch, the auditory percept of frequency. A frame size of 40ms and a frame step of 10ms were used in this case.

The third parameter is vowel quality. Vowels are phonemes characterized by phonation, or vibration of the vocal
folds [25]. The vocal folds produce a signal that acts as a periodic carrier signal, thereby modulating the vocal tract
filter which itself may be seen as an acoustic tube of a particular length and shape. The vocal tract may vary while
phonation is active thus creating a continuous space of vowels suitable for continuous control extraction. Unlike
consonants, characterized by a greater degree of constriction in the vocal tract and which are inherently discrete in
nature, vowels are highly energetic and therefore are well suited for environments where both high accuracy and
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Figure 1: Vowel configurations as a function of their dominant articulatory configurations.

noise-robustness is crucial. Vowels can also be characterized using a 2-D space parameterized by F1 and F2, the first
and second vocal tract formants (resonant frequencies). Note that we initially experimented with directly extracting
F1/F2 and using them for directly specifying 2-D continuous control. While we have not ruled out the use of F1/F2
in the future, we have so far found that even the best F1/F2 detection algorithms available are not yet accurate enough
for precise specification of movement. Therefore, we extract vowels directly and map them using a 2-D vowel space
characterized by articulatory gestures, specifically manner and place.

Figure 1 shows the articulatory gestures the vocal tract must make to produce various vowels. This 2-D plot is a
standard phonetic description of vowel space[25]. In the first VJ version, and in our WIMP mouse control, we use the
four corners of this chart to map to the 4 principle directions of up, down, left, and right as shown in Figure 2. In the 4-
class VJ engine, diagonal movements are obtained by designing vowel classifiers to output probabilities of vowel class
rather than making hard vowel decisions (Section 3.4). We are also currently experimenting with 8- and 9-class vowel
classifiers to enable more non-simultaneous degrees of freedom and more precise specification of diagonal directions,
and also we have a “neutral” carrier vowel. These other vowels (and their directional correlates) are also shown in
Figure 2).

Finally, certain combined consonants and vowels, like voice commands in natural languages, are used to control
discrete actions (e.g., mouse clicks). We choose these discrete sounds according to the criteria listed in Section 2 and
by incorporating phonetic knowledge, e.g., the articulatory similarity of different phonemes. We have also verified
these decisions by informal empirical experimentation. Furthermore, we incorporate a rejection mechanism (if a sound
corresponding to none of the known discrete sounds has occurred) — we find rejection indispensable since the input
may easily include extraneous speech, non-speech (e.g., breath), and other noise.

3.2 Engine Architecture

Figure 3 shows the engine architecture with three modules: signal processing, pattern recognition and motion control.
The goal of the signal processing module is to extract low-level acoustic features that can be used in estimating

the four high-level acoustic parameters. The extracted frame-level features are energy, normalized cross-correlation
coefficients (NCCC), formant estimates, and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [7, 44]. As described later,
these features share certain operations to reduce computation.

The pattern recognition module takes the above acoustic features as input and recognizes the acoustic characteris-
tics (Section 3.1). The estimation and classification system must simultaneously perform pitch tracking, energy com-
putation, vowel classification, and discrete sound recognition.

Finally, for the WIMP mouse control, the motion control module determines how to transform the acoustic para-
meters into motion control such as cursor direction and velocity (see Section 3.5). This module is currently specific to
the WIMP mouse control, but we believe that in any application where 2 degrees of freedom are extracted from vowel
space, a similar module will be required.

UWEETR-2005-0007 5
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Figure 2: Vowel-direction mapping: vowels corresponding to directions for mouse movement in the WIMP VJ cursor
control. The four major direction vowels are: [ae] (“cat”) for vertical up movement; [uw] (“boot”) for vertical down
movement; [aa] (“hod”) for right movement; and [iy] (“heed”) for left movement. The additional four minor (or
diagonal) direction vowels (chosen to be roughly a combination of the major vowels) and used for the 8- (or 9-)
category classifier are: [a] (German pronunciation of “katrin”) for right-up movement; [ow] (“hoed”) for right-down
movement; [ey] (“hayed”) for left-up movement; and [ix] (“tulip”) for left-down movement. Also, we use a schwa
[ax] (“ago”) for a central non-movement vowel in the 9 (or 5) category classifier, used as a carrier for when other
parameters (pitch and/or amplitude) are to be controlled without any positional change.

3.3 Signal Processing Optimization

The goal of the signal processing module is to extract basic acoustic features that can be used for pattern recognition.
We use energy, NCCCs [44], formant estimates, and MFCCs [7], because they are transformations of speech that in the
field of speech recognition have shown both to be highly discriminative (yielding accurate classifiers) and relatively
cheap computationally. Note that while F1/F2 is always extracted and is available, it is not necessary to use in any
given application.

To extract features, the speech signal is PCM sampled at a rate ofFs =16,000Hz, and frames of features are com-
puted spanning window widths and skipping time steps as mentioned above. Acoustic features are then generated
from each frame. The extraction of different acoustic features shares certain signal processing components to reduce
computational requirements. For example, the NCCCs computed for pitch estimation are also used to derive linear
prediction coefficients (LPC), and these LPCs are further used to obtain the power spectral envelop for locating for-
mants. Furthermore, multiple pattern recognition tasks may share the same acoustic features; energy, NCCCs are used
for pitch tracking; energy, formant estimates and MFCCs can be used in vowel classification; and energy and MFCCs
can be used for discrete sound recognition. Therefore, it is very efficient to decouple feature extraction from pattern
recognition, as is shown in Figure 3.

3.4 Pattern Recognition Techniques

The VJ engine must have an accurate estimation of the acoustic characteristics of the vocal signal given the acoustic
features as input. This is because estimation and classification errors will be directly reflected in the VJ application as
system errors and will cause user frustration or even control failure.
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We first describe our pitch tracker. Many state-of-the-art pitch trackers resemble the methodology proposed by
[11], which is based on dynamic programming (DP). This, however, often requires meticulous design of local DP cost
functions. The forms of these cost functions are usually empirically determined and their parameters are often tuned by
algorithms such as gradient descent [11]. This process, however, remains a difficult and time-consuming task. Since
different languages and applications may follow very different pitch transition patterns, the cost functions optimized
for certain languages and applications may not be the most appropriate for others. Our VJ system utilizes a graphical
models mechanism to automatically optimize the parameters of these cost functions using a principled approach, and
has shown to give state-of-the-art performance [45, 19].

Second, for frame-by-frame vowel classification, there is a large choice of different classifiers available. Design
constraints in the VJ system are for extremely low latency and computation, meaning we need to estimate vowel class
as soon as possible after the user has made a vocal-tract shift. Moreover, the VJ engine needs to detect that the user
is specifying either a vowel (for continuous control) or a constant-vowel-constant (CVC) pattern (for discrete control)
quickly and with a low chance of confusion. It is well known that models of vowel classification that incorporate dy-
namic temporal constraints (such as hidden Markov models, or HMMs) can be quite accurate, but the frame-by-frame
latency requirements of VJ make HMMs unsuitable for vowel classification. LettingXt be the acoustic features at
time framet andVt the vowel classification at timet, an HMM can estimate posterior probability distributions of the
form p(Vt|X1, . . . , XT ) for aT -frame utterance. Clearly, this is unsuitable since the entire utterance is required to es-
timate the vowel probabilities at each time framet. An alternative is to compute “HMM-filtering”, which computes
p(Vt|X1, . . . , Xt) to allow for more instantaneous determination of vowel category probabilities. We have empiri-
cally found, however, that slightly non-causal and even more localized estimates of the vowel category probability is
sufficient to achieve user satisfaction. Specifically, we form probability estimates of the formp(Vt|Xt−τ , . . . , Xt+τ ),
using a length2τ + 1 window of features centered at timet.

Given the above, there is still a large family of classification methodology available including neural networks,
Naive Bayes, and support vector/kernel machines. After several empirical trials, our initial engine uses neural net-
works for vowel classification because of the availability of efficient discriminative training algorithms and their com-
putational simplicity.

Specifically, for our working VJ prototype, we have designed a simple 3-layer multi-layer perceptron [4]. The
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input layer consists of26∗7 = 182 nodes, where 26 is the dimension ofXt,the MFCC feature vector, and2τ +1 = 7 is
the number of consecutive frames taken as input that was empirically found to be optimal for VJ. The hidden layer has
50 hidden nodes. Finally, the output layer has 4 (or 8) output nodes representing 4 (or 8) vowel probabilities. During
training, the network is optimized to minimize the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence between the output distribution
and the true label distribution. Therefore, network outputs represents the localized vowel probability distribution as
mentioned above.

For the discrete sound recognition component of the VJ engine, HMMs are employed since, as in standard speech,
time warping is necessary to normalize for different CVC vocalic lengths corresponding to the same discrete events.
Specifically, we use standard HMMs where phone HMMs are embedded into “word” (or CVC) HMMs. In this way,
it is possible to train phone models using a training set that covers all possible phones, and then form a recognition
system for a vocabulary not part of the training set by appropriately stitching phone models together. Therefore, each
VJ-driven application can have its own appropriate discrete sound set.

In our current WIMP mouse driver, the vocabulary consists of several discrete sounds all just with CVC patterns.
This is because the beginning consonants will phonetically distinguish these sounds from the pure vowel segments
used for continuous directional control. Moreover, the requirement of a short vowel in the middle helps prevent noise
from being detected as a discrete sound. Lastly, each CVC pattern currently ends with a glottal stop, the minimum
necessary so that the next command (another discrete sound or a continuous control vowel) can be accurately detected.

3.5 Direction and Velocity Control Strategies

The VJ motion control module receives several pattern recognition parameters and processes them to produce output
more appropriate for determining 2-D movement. Eventually, this module will additionally serve to process the
pattern recognition features, compensating for known physical and perceptual links between feature streams when
it is believed that the correlated movement violates the user’s intent. Although this module is largely application
independent, there is some advantage to make it aware of the possible applications of the Vocal Joystick. For instance,
when using VJ to control a WIMP mouse cursor in a 2-D environment, the appropriate features would be related to the
intended direction of motion, the rate of travel, and the presence of any discrete sounds. If controlling a robotic arm,
the rate of change of any single joint may be constant, but each joint would ideally be controlled independently; in this
case, independent feature streams would be desirable. In the first case, the developer could also use independent feature
streams, but doing so effectively would require much knowledge of speech production in order to most effectively
exploit the different streams. In any case, our contention is that this type of processing is general and will apply when
using VJ for the control of a robotic arm or some as yet unanticipated application.

Initial experiments suggested that using pitch to affect velocity [39] might require user adaptation or would be
heavily constrained by an individual’s vocal range. Giving priority to a more universal user-independent VJ system,
we instead focused on relative energy. Our observation that users often became quiet when trying to move small
amounts confirmed energy as a natural choice. Drastically different average energy levels for each vowel, however,
meant that comparing all sounds to a global average energy would create a large vowel-dependent bias in the system.
To overcome this, we divide the energy per frame among the different vowels, in proportion to the probabilities output
by the neural network, and track the average energy for each vowel independently. By splitting the power in this way,
there is no effect when probabilities are close to 1 (often the case, currently) and we smooth out changes during vowel
transitions when probabilities are more evenly distributed.

There are many possible options for determining velocity (a vector capturing both direction and speed magnitude)
and “acceleration” (a function determining how the control-to-display ratio changes based on input parameters), and
the different schemes have a large impact on user satisfaction. Unlike a standard mouse cursor, where the mapping is
from 2-D hand movement to a 2-D screen, the VJ system maps from vocal-tract articulatory movement to a 2-D screen,
and the transformation is not as straightforward. A more principled user study of a variety of possible options will occur
in future work; here we describe only the current method, but which is still quite functional (Section 5). All values are
for the current time framet unless indicated otherwise. First, a raw direction value is calculated for each axisj as

dj =
∑

i

pi · 〈vi, ej〉 (1)

in which pi = p(Vt = i|Xt−τ,...,t+τ ) is the probability for voweli at timet, vi is a unit vector in the direction of
vowel i, ej is the unit-length directional basis vector along thej axis (j ∈ {x, y}), and〈v, e〉 is the projection of vector
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v onto unit vectore. Next, we determine the vowel contributing the most to motion along thej axis, defining

mj = argmax
i

pi · 〈vi, ej〉. (2)

We then calculate a scalar for axisj using a portion of the energy in the frame attributed to that vowel as

sj = pmj

E

µmj

· dj (3)

whereE is the energy in the current frame andµmj
is the average energy for vowelmj obtained from either training

data or user adaptation data. Finally, we calculate a velocity component for axisj at the current frame using

Vj = β · sα
j · exp(γsj). (4)

In this formula,β represents the overall sensitivity of the system. Typically only one ofα andγ will be nonzero, and
these allow the user to control the shape of the acceleration curve. Note that setting bothα andγ to zero results in
constant-speed movement along each axis, while anα of 1 andγ of zero gives a linear mapping that will scale motion
with energy but have no acceleration. The current user-independent system usesβ = 0.6, γ = 1.0 and leavesα at zero.

3.6 User Adaptation

In a VJ system, since vowel quality is used for continuous control, inaccuracies can arise due to speaker variability
caused by different speech loudness levels, vocal tract lengths, and even variability within a given speaker due to colds
or other environmentally related vocal conditions. Moreover, a vowel class articulated by one user might partially
overlap, in acoustic space, with a different vowel class from another user. This imposes limitations on a purely user-
independent vowel classifier. Differences in speaker loudness alone could cause significant unpredictability.

To mitigate these problems, we have designed an adaptation procedure whereby when beginning a VJ session,
a user is asked to pronounce four (or eight) pre-defined vowel sounds, each for 2-3 seconds. We have investigated
several novel adaptation strategies utilizing both neural networks and support vector machines. The fundamental idea
behind them both is that an initial speaker-independent transformation of the space is learned using training data, and
is represented by the first layer of the neural network. Adaptation data then is used to transform the second layer of the
neural network. Also, the average energy values of each vowel are recorded and used to normalize the speed control
rate mentioned above.

More details of our adaptation strategies will be reported in future publications. Preliminary evaluations on the data
we have so far collected (Section 4) show very good results, namely that adaptation can reduce the vowel classification
error rate by 18% for the 4-class case, and 35% for the 8-class case.

4 DATA COLLECTION

Good pattern classification using statistical methods typically requires a training set of example patterns. In general,
the more and better data available, the better is the system accuracy. Our initial attempts at vowel classification
(Section 3.4) used vowel examples from the TIMIT speech corpus for patterns. TIMIT is a read speech corpus
recorded at a relatively high-quality 16kHz sampling rate. It is moreover somewhat unique since it is hand phonetically
transcribed by trained phoneticians. VJ classification accuracies when training on TIMIT were reasonable, but there
were problems using this data. Specifically, since TIMIT is natural speech, each of the vowels were coarticulated,
meaning the vowel production was influenced by preservation of the previous or anticipation of the following phonetic
segment. Moreover, each of the vowels in TIMIT is short in duration relative to a typical vowel duration when using
a VJ system. While user adaptation (Section 3.6) can to some extent compensate for mismatch between training and
testing conditions, having poor initial training data can significantly reduce system accuracy.

For these reasons, and after not finding any other suitable and available speech corpora, we have embarked on a
new data-collection effort to collect a large corpus of VJ specific data. We utilized the efforts of a newly conducted
phonetic typology study of the world’s languages [25], and defined a large set of vowels and diphthongs with various
combinations of intonation, volume, and length. We then designed and implemented an application which allows
experimental subjects, via a simple dialog box interface, to listen to example recordings of complex vowels and then
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be recorded pronouncing them. This allows the rapid collection of a corpus of vowel sounds that is pre-segmented and
pre-labeled.

We designed three such data-collection experiments. The first collects vowels (diphthongs and monophthongs) of
various durations (short, 1 second, and long, 2 second), various pitches (level pitch, rising pitch, and falling pitch),
and various amplitudes (quiet, normal, loud, sweep loud to quiet, sweep quiet to loud). We began an preliminary
data collection procedure using this experiment. It took roughly one hour to gather the data for each user. While
we have already incorporated this small amount of data into our training and adaptation algorithms (see above), we
quickly realized that it was important to also collect “nudges” (small bursty vowels for mouse movement of very short
distances), and a few other sounds not included above. To reduce experiment time, we thus divided the collection
effort into two parts, and are now beginning to collect under this scenario. Our belief is that this data resource will
prove invaluable not only for improving VJ accuracy, but will be useful for future phonetic experimentation.

5 APPLICATIONS and VIDEOS

We have integrated the VJ engine into several different application environments. For some of these environments,
integration was easy as once the VJ engine controlled the mouse driver it was possible to control any application
indirectly.

The first use of VJ we examined was web browsing. Many people have come to rely on the web as a major source
of information, but many sites (e.g., news sites) have many links making sequential movement through them (say via
standard ASR control) quite tedious. The current VJ version allows left button clicks (press and release) as well as left
button toggles to allow dragging. The videos included with this paper show examples of two web browsing tasks, one
as an example of navigating the New York Times web site, the other using Google Maps to select and zoom in on a
target area. Section 6 describes initial evaluation on these tasks.

We have also started using the VJ engine to control video games, and have interfaced VJ with the Dasher system
[42], something we call the “Vocal Dasher.” Lastly, we have directly interfaced the VJ system into a simple blocks
world environment, where more precise object movement is possible than via the mouse driver. Specifically, this
environment can draw arbitrary trajectories, and can precisely measure user fidelity when moving an object along
a trajectory. Fidelity depends both on positional accuracy and task duration. We will be using this environment to
perform formal user-performance studies in VJ-based mouse control in future work.

6 USER STUDY

We conducted a preliminary user study to evaluate the feasibility of VJ and to obtain feedback regarding specific
difficulties in using the VJ interface. While this study is not accurate in that: 1) it does not yet involve the intended
target population of individuals with motor impairments, and: 2) the users did not have a large amount of time to
practice and become adept at using VJ, the study is still indicative of the VJ approach’s overall viability as a novel
voice-based HCI method. The study both quantitatively compares VJ performance with a desktop mouse, and also
provides qualitative measurement of the user’s perception of the system.

6.1 Experiment Setup

We recruited seven participants for our evaluation, ranging from ages 22 to 26, none of whom had any motor impair-
ment. Of the seven participants, two were female and five were male. All of them were graduate students in the Com-
puter Science department, although none of them had previously heard of or used the Vocal Joystick system. Four of
the participants were native English speakers, with the other three having an Asian language as their mother tongue.

We used a Dell Inspiron 9100 laptop with a 3.2 GHz Intel Pentium IV processor running the Fedora Core 2 operat-
ing system, with a 1280 x 800 24-bit color display. The laptop was equipped with an external Microsoft IntelliMouse
connected through the USB port which was used for all of the tasks involving the mouse. A head-mounted Amanda
NC-61 microphone was used as the audio input device, while the audio feedback from the laptop was output through
the laptop speakers. A Firefox browser was used for all of the tasks, with the browser screen maximized such that the
only portion of the screen which was not displaying the contents of the web page was the top navigation toolbar which
was 30 pixels high.
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6.2 Quantitative and Qualitative Evaluation

At the beginning of the quantitative evaluation, each participant was given a brief description of the VJ operations
and was shown a demonstration of the system by a practiced experimenter. The participant was then guided through
an adaptation process during which they were asked to pronounce the four directional vowels (Section 3.6). After
adaptation, the participant was given several minutes to practice using a simple target clicking application.

The quantitative portion of our evaluation followed a within-participant design. We exposed each participant to
two experimental conditions which we refer to as input modalities: themouseand theVJ. Each participant completed
two tasks on each modality, with one trial per task.

The first task was a link navigation task (Link), in which the participants were asked to start from a specific web
page and follow a particular set of links to reach a destination. Before the trial, the experimenter demonstrated the
specified sequence of links to the participant by using the mouse and clicking at the appropriate links. The participant
was also provided a sheet of paper for their reference that listed the sequence of links that would lead them to the
target in case they got lost. The web site we used was a Computer Science Department student guide website and the
task involved following six links with the space between each successive link including both horizontal and vertical
components.

The second task was map navigation (Map), in which the participant was asked to navigate an online map appli-
cation from a starting view (showing the entire USA) to get to a view showing the entire University of Washington
campus. The size of the map was 400x400 pixels, and the set of available navigation controls surrounding the map in-
cluded ten discrete zoom level buttons, eight directional panning arrows, and a click inside the map causing the map
to be centered and zoomed in by one level. Before the trial, a practiced experimenter demonstrated how to locate the
University of Washington campus starting from the USA view to ensure they were familiar with the geography.

For each task, the participants performed one trial using the mouse, and one trial using VJ. The trials were presented
to the participants in a counterbalanced order. We recorded the completion time for each trial, as well as the number
of false positives (system interprets a click when the user did not make a click sound), missed recognitions (the user
makes a click sound but the system fails to recognize it as a click), and user errors (whenever the user clicks on an
incorrect link). The recorded trial times include the time used by all of the above errors including recovery time.

After the completion of the quantitative evaluation, the participants were given a questionnaire which consisted
of 14 questions related to the participants’ perception of their experience using VJ such as the degree of satisfaction,
frustration, and embarrassment. The answers were encoded on a 7-point Likert scale. We also included a space where
the participants could write in any comments, and an informal post-experiment interview was performed to solicit
further feedback.

6.3 Results

Figure 4 shows the task completion times for Link and Map tasks, Figure 5 shows the breakdown of click errors by
individual participants, Figure 6 shows the average number of false positive and missed recognition errors for each of
the tasks. There was no instance of user error across all trials. Figure 7 shows the median of the responses to each of the
fourteen questionnaire questions. In our measurement of the task completion times, we considered the VJ’s recognition
error rate as a fixed factor, and thus did not subtract the time spent during those errors from the task completion time.

There were several other interesting observations that were made throughout the study. We noticed that the partic-
ipants who had the least trouble with missed recognitions for the clicking sound were either female or with an Asian
language background, as shown in Figure 2. Our hypothesis regarding the better performance by female participants is
that the original click sound was trained on one of our female researcher’s voice. We plan also in future work to deter-
mine how the characteristics of different native language speakers influence VJ, and ultimately to correct for any bias.

All but one user explicitly expressed their confusion in distinguishing between the [ae] and [aa] vowels. Four of the
seven participants stated that their performance would probably have been better if they were able to practice longer,
and did not attribute their perceived suboptimal performance to the quality of the VJ’s recognition system. Several
participants did report that they felt their vocal chord were strained due to having to produce a loud sound in order to
get the cursor to move at the desired speed. We suspect this is due either to acoustic gain problems or to their adapted
voice being too loud, and therefore the system calibrating the normal speed to correspond to the loud voice.

In summary, the results from our study suggests that users without any prior experience were able to perform
basic mouse based tasks using the Vocal Joystick system with relative slowdown of four to nine times compared to a
conventional mouse. We anticipate that future improvements in the algorithms underlying the VJ engine (to improve
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accuracy, user-independence, adaptation, and speed) will further increase the VJ system’s viability, and combined with
practice could improve VJ enough so that it becomes comparable to a standard mouse’s performance.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced new technology to enable individuals with motor impairments to more efficiently control
objects on a computer screen. We call this technology the Vocal Joystick and have demonstrated an initial system im-
plementation of this concept, described data collection efforts, and have demonstrated in an initial user study the feasi-
bility of this technology using a group of individuals from the non-target population. We plan next to further improve
our technology, specifically introduce and experimentally evaluate a number of novel pattern classification techniques
to increase accuracy and user-independence, and to introduce additional vocal characteristics (such as vibrato, degree
of nasality, rate of change any of the above as an independent parameter) to increase the available simultaneous de-
grees of freedom controllable via the voice. Moreover, we plan to develop algorithms to decouple unintended user
correlations of these parameters, and to further advance both our adaptation and acceleration algorithms. We also plan
to ultimately release the VJ engine for free use on the web. Ultimately, we hope the Vocal Joystick will become viable
technology helping our target population to lead happier and more fruitful lives.
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